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Abstract. The quantum molecular dynamics (QMD) model incorporated into the general-

purpose radiation transport code PHITS was revised for accurate prediction of fragment

yields in peripheral collisions. For more accurate simulation of peripheral collisions,

stability of the nuclei at their ground state was improved and the algorithm to reject

invalid events was modified. In-medium correction on nucleon-nucleon cross sections

was also considered. To clarify the effect of this improvement on fragmentation of heavy

nuclei, the new QMD model coupled with a statistical decay model was used to calculate

fragment production cross sections of Ag and Au targets and compared with the data of

earlier measurement. It is shown that the revised version can predict cross section more

accurately.

1 Introduction

Heavy ion beam irradiation on heavy nuclei is common in the heavy ion cancer therapy and funda-

mental science studies on nuclear physics. Accurate prediction of reactions induced by heavy ions

with general-purpose radiation transport simulation codes is important for such applications to esti-

mate detector performance and evaluate radiological safety of the experiment. JQMD (Jaeri Quantum

Molecular Dynamics code) [1] incorporated into PHITS (Particle and Heavy Ion Transport code Sys-

tem) [2] is one of such codes and used at some facilities. Calculation of neutron production for heavy

ion irradiation was well benchmarked so far in various target-projectile-energy combinations [3, 4]. To

predict fragment production from light nuclei and medium-mass nuclei, JQMD was recently upgraded

to JQMD-2.0 [5]. Its performance was tested in various conditions [6, 7] and it was confirmed that

fragment production owing to peripheral collisions, underestimated by previous version of JQMD,

was predicted for better accuracy.

In the revision of JQMD to JQMD-2.0, stability of nuclei before reactions, description of the

interactions between nucleons, and in-medium effect on nucleon-nucleon interactions were modified.

However, it is likely that ground-state stability and in-medium effect in light to medium-mass nuclei

and those in heavy nuclei are different. Therefore, JQMD-2.0 was applied to interactions of heavy

nuclei such as Ag and Au and its accuracy was benchmarked.
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2 Method

Description of reaction mechanism in JQMD and JQMD-2.0 is explained briefly. Since complete

description of simulation scheme in JQMD-2.0 is provided elsewhere [5], the aspects of JQMD-2.0

important for simulation of heavy nuclei are given here. By randomly choosing the coordinates of

each nucleon in the 6-dimension phase space and adjusting them to reproduce the total binding energy,

the initial states of the target and projectile are configured. In JQMD, thus configured ground states

were directly used for collision event simulation; however, time evolution of the configured states was

followed and only the states which stayed stable for 150 fm/c was used for collision simulation in

JQMD-2.0. After configuring the ground states, the target and the projectile were transferred to their

center-of-mass frame. In the frame, nucleons are transported for 150 fm/c based on their initial mo-

menta and interactions between nucleons. Interaction between nucleons is one of the most important

issues in JQMD because nucleon-nucleon interaction was not described in a Lorentz-covariant form

in JQMD, therefore nuclei configured in their rest frame were occasionally excited or disintegrated

during time evolution in the center-of-mass frame. Lorentz-covariant equation of motion adopted in

JQMD-2.0 [8] is described as follows;

ṙi =
pi

2p0
i

+

N∑
j

m
p0

j

∂〈V̂ j〉
∂pi
,

ṗi = −
N∑
j

m
p0

j

∂〈V̂ j〉
∂ri
.

p0
i =

√
pi2 + m2 + 2m〈V̂i〉,

where ri is the spatial coordinate of the centroid of the i-th nucleon, pi is the momentum of the i-th
nucleon, m is the rest mass of nucleons, 〈V̂ j〉 is the potential of j-th particle, and N is the number of

particles in the system. In both JQMD and JQMD-2.0, the potential term of the Hamiltonian V is a

sum of the Skyrme-type force term, Coulomb interaction term, and symmetry term. The potential Vi

is described by the following formula;

Vi =
1

2
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2

∑
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∑
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where A is a Skyrme force parameter (= -219.4 MeV), ρs is the saturation density (=0.168 fm−3),

〈ρi〉 is the overlap integral of wave packets between the i-th nucleon and all the other nucleons, B is

another Skyrme force parameter (= 165.3 MeV), τ is 4/3, ci is 1 for protons and 0 for neutrons, e is

the elementary charge, Ri denotes the position of i-th nucleon, L is the square of the width of wave

packet representing nucleons (= 2 fm2), Cs is the symmetry energy parameter (= 25 MeV), and ρi j

is the overlap integral of wave functions of the i-th and j-th nucleons. The potential description of

JQMD-2.0 was inherited from previous JQMD without any modifications.

In addition, in-medium effects on nucleon-nucleon scattering cross sections were modified. Pre-

viously, the modified version of the Cugnon’s formula [9, 10], which assumed that scattering is sup-

pressed by the Pauli blocking effect, was always used to calculate the cross sections. In JQMD-2.0,

reduced cross sections or free-space cross sections were used in central and peripheral collisions,

respectively. Thus in-medium effect on scattering was considered.
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Figure 1. Mass distribution of fragments produced in 3650 MeV/u NatAg(12C,x) reactions.

After the time evolution of 150 fm/c, nucleons close to each other are bound to finally form

clusters. This process was inherited from JQMD without any modifications. Energy balance was

checked after the clusterization. Initial energy, which is the sum of projectile kinetic energy, projectile

rest mass and target rest mass, was compared with final energy, which is the sum of kinetic energy,

excitation energy and the ground-state rest mass of all the clusters. The excitation energies of the

clusters were scaled to satisfy the energy conservation. If the energy at the end deviates from that at

the beginning so largely that energy cannot be balanced by excitation energy scaling, the simulated

reaction event was rejected and event simulation was started afresh.

Thus developed JQMD-2.0 was combined with the statistical decay model GEM (Generalized

Evaporation Model) [11] and the statistical multi-fragmentation model (SMM) [12] to calculate frag-

mentation yields of heavy nuclei such as Ag and Au.

3 Results and discussion

In Fig. 1, mass distribution of the fragments produced in
Nat

Ag(12C,x) reaction by 3650 MeV/u C ions

was calculated and compared with the measurement data [13]. Yields above A=70 was underestimated

by JQMD but the simulation by JQMD-2.0 is in better agreement with the measurement data because

the improvement in this study is particularly effective for peripheral collisions. It is also reasonable

that the calculation by JQMD and that by JQMD-2.0 are mostly the same in the range from A=35 to

A=70 because these nuclei are produced by intermediate collisions. The measured mass distribution

exhibits steady declining trend down to A=65 whereas the yield calculated by JQMD-2.0 has a dip

near A=95. The cause of this dip is discussed later.

Fig. 2 shows the comparison of calculated and measured [13] mass distribution of fragments

produced in 197Au(12C,x) reaction by 3650 MeV/u C ions. The cross section is increased in a wider

mass range in Fig.2 because Au has a larger nuclear surface than Ag and the improvement in this

study is particularly effective in peripheral collisions. Similar to the case of Ag, the mass distribution

calculated by JQMD and JQMD-2.0 has a dip aroud A=170, which is not seen in the measurement

data.

To clarify the cause of the dip in the calculated mass distribution, fragment mass distributions for
NatAg(12C,x) reaction were calculated with changing the statistical decay model. The comparison is

shown in Fig.3,
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Figure 2. Mass distribution of fragments produced in 3650 MeV/u 197Au(12C,x) reactions.

Figure 3. Comparison of fragment mass distribution in 3650 MeV/u NatAg(12C,x) reactions.

The dip was not observed if SMM was turned off though the yields below A=20 become insuffi-

cient. The comparison of GEM+SMM, GEM, and no statistical decay (i.e., just after JQMD) suggests

that the yield bump at the left of the dip is attributed to the statistical decay and particularly to the

SMM stage. It may be explained by the asymmetric binary decay in SMM, which takes place if the

pre-fragment has excitation energy about 4 MeV/nucleon [14]. Both GEM and GEM+SMM underes-

timate the yield above A=90; therefore nucleon knock-out and residual nucleus exitation in peripheral

collisions should be suppressed in JQMD-2.0 for more precise prediction.

4 Conclusion

It is shown that mass distribution of the fragments produced by interactions of heavy nuclei such as Au

and Ag with heavy ions was predicted by JQMD-2.0 better than the old JQMD. The yield of fragment

with mass close to the original mass was significantly improved. Particularly the improvement was

pronounced for Au than for Ag because of larger cross sections corresponding to peripheral collisions.

The fragmentation of heavy nuclei is significantly affected by multifragmentation, dip of yield

attributed to multifragmentation is observed only in calculated result. This fact indicates that revision

of reaction mechanism description relevant to estimate of nucleon loss and excitation energies in

peripheral collisions is the key for more accurate prediction of fragment yield.
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JQMD-2.0 is incorporated to PHITS Version 2.76 and later and is generally applicable for calcu-

lation of residual nuclide production and secondary particle production.
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